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The animal kingdom: arranged after its organization; forming a natural history of animals, and an introduction to comparative anatomy, Georges Cuvier, 1863
https://archive.org/details/animalkingdomarr00cuviuoft
From the Medical Heritage Library and the UK MHL

The Royal Parisian pastrycook and confectioner: from the original of M.A. Carême, M.A.
Carême, 1834

https://archive.org/details/b29299032/page/n252/mode/2up
De dissectione partium corporis humani libri tres, Charles Estienne, 1545
A BRIEF HISTORY OF WITCHCRAFT
With especial Reference to
THE WITCHES OF NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
Collected in great part from Original Sources.

Northampton,
Printed and Published by J. Taylor & Son.
1866.
A treatise on surgical anatomy: or the anatomy of regions, considered in its relations with surgery: illustrated by plates representing the principal regions of the body, Alfred Velpeau, 1830

Fig. 4.—Nerve areas of the face and scalp.

A, A', Distribution of the first division of the fifth cranial nerve; A', nasal branch; A'', supra-orbital; A''', supra-orbital.
B, B', Distribution of the second division; B', infra-orbital branch; B'', malar branch; B''', temporal branch.
C, C', Distribution of the third division; C', mental branch; C'', buccal branch; C''', auriculo-temporal.
1, Area of great occipital; 2, of small occipital; 3, of great auricular; 4, of superficial cervical; 5, of third occipital.